
 

ArtinGroupst
Easy suppose I and I are subgraphs of 1
Under what conditions is An Am A z
Under what conditions is Ap Ar Are

2 In this problem we will verify that Ap
is hyperbolic iff T has no edges i.e Air is
a free group
a Say T consists of a singleedge off
with m even Find an element that commutes
with both a and b Conclude that E An

b Do the same if we is odd
4 Deduce that for any graph In containing at
least one edge Ap contains a 22 subgroup

3 Let Bu braid group on n strands The Artin

generators are the braids si I I
We can also view Bu as the it

mapping class group of the n punctured disk
Let Ty and Tp be the Dehn twists about the curves

B.ae

Write T and T as a product of Artin generators



4 Let Es Sal be the standard generating
set for Ap It turns out that the elements
si si si also generate an Artin group
Can you guess which Artin group this is

5 Let Dr be the Deligne complex for 1
a Describe a fundamental domain for
the action Ar her Dn

b Prove that the action is a compact
but not proper

C Let V be the vertex of Dr corresponding
to A 0 Describe the l skeleton of
link up How is it related to T

d Describe the higher dimensional
simplices in link Cray that is when
does a set of vertices in link up span
a simplex

e Using cc and d conclude that
link vg is a flag complex if and
only if every clique in T spans a

finite type Act A simplicial complexY
is flag if every clique In the 1 skeleton
spans a simplex in Y


